
1. Users register
Into Bldg123 

database

2.a. Bldg123 
database is unique 

to each client. A 
project can also be 
assigned a unique 

database

3. A client can add 
as many projects as 
needed within the 
database and can 

invite others to 
register into 

Bldg123 for joining 
project teams.

4. Any given project has a number of 
users who are invited to participate in a 

team setting

6. At least one user 
is assigned Admin 
rights within each 

project

7. User with Admin 
rights can invite 
other users from 
database to join 

the team

PROJECTS TEAMSBLDG123 SERVER

8. No limit on users 
or projects in a 
client database

Bldg123 Database – High Level Architecture

5. Project can be of any type: design, 
construction, commissioning, 

administration, etc.

2.b.Users may belong to any category: 
Owner, architect, engineers, 

contractor, accounting, administration, 
etc.

# of Projects: NO LIMIT   # of Team members: NO LIMIT  # of issues/documents to track: NO LIMIT
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Bldg123 - Project Document Cabinet

1. A given project has its own 
dedicated cabinet 

2. An administrator can create any number of folders and sub-folders for organizing documents within that cabinet

6. Access to a folder can be limited to only certain team members

7. Certain folders can be made private so that users can only see 
what they uploaded (e.g., bidders who are

Bidding on a prject)

8. Folders can be hidden by administrator. (e.g., contracts 
and financial info)

4. Folders can be documents, Pictures, pictures, video clips, etc.3. Each user can be given varying degree of rights that restricts upload and download
Rights as needed

Name5. Each folder can be named as user wants

Number of Folders: NO LIMIT   Number of documents in a folder: NO LIMIT   Number of Levels of folders: NO LIMIT
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Project-1 Project-2 Project-3 Project-4

Cloud Server for Document and 
Database Storage

Issue/Document generated 
by team member in

a variety of areas. In a $100 million 
construction project, several thousand 

documents may be generated.

Document reviewed by various
team members

as well as  flow of document and 
related decisions are tracked

Client manages a number of 
programs and projects. Project 

could be of any type that lasts from 
a few months to a few years.

Each project has a team that works based 
on document related actions and decisions. 

Applicable team member is alerted the 
moment a document is generated for a 

review or response.

Original and 
finalized 

documents 
and 

response / 
decisions are 

saved 

All documents, decisions, approvals 
and work flow history available over 

the web to team during course of 
project or during life cycle of 

program

Fire wall

 Every document, 
every decision and 
approval is tracked 
and stored in the 
project directory
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High Level Process
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